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You can read an English translation of Vladimir Putin’s March 4 press conference here:

President Vladimir Putin on Crisis in Ukraine By Global Research News, March 10, 2014

Americans have not experienced political leadership or an independent media for such a
long  time that  they  will  be  amazed  at  the  straightforward  answers  from the  Russian
President  and  by  media  asking  real  questions,  some  of  which  show  the  influence  of
Washington’s  propaganda.

Americans will also be struck by how greatly the facts of the Ukraine situation diverge from
the constant stream of lies that flow from Washington, its European puppets, and presstitute
media.

Putin’s  calm  leadership,  the  absence  of  provocative  statements  and  threats,  and  his
insistence on legality and will of the people stand in stark contrast to the West’s threats and
support for violent overthrow of a democratically elected government. It is astonishing that
the only leadership the world has comes from Russia, China, and three or four countries in
South America. The Western world no longer has diplomatic capability. Instead, the Western
world relies on propaganda, threats, force, and schemes to overthrow governments that it
first demonizes.

Notice that Putin repeatedly asks why the West created the crisis in Ukraine. He makes the
important point that in post-Soviet countries, legality and democracy are fragile. Democracy
and legality are not furthered by overthrowing democracy before it has taken roots and
placing in office an unelected government by force and illegality.  It  is  impossible to argue
with this point. Why, indeed, did the West murder democracy and constitutional order in
Ukraine?

The fact that Putin asks the question does not mean he does not know the answer. He does
not give the answer, because he is a diplomat and still has some hope for common sense
and good will to prevail. He knows that the West supported the overthrow of the Ukrainian
government as part of its strategic thrust against the sovereignty and independence of
Russia. Aligning Ukraine with NATO means US missile bases in Ukraine. Remember how
terrified Americans were of Soviet missile bases in Cuba.

Putin  knows that  Washington  in  pursuit  of  world  hegemony is  driving  the  world  to  a
dangerous war in which neither side can accept defeat. Thus, nuclear weapons would be
unleashed. Putin knows that the reason Washington withdrew from the anti-ballistic missile
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treaty and installed anti-ballistic missiles in Poland is to degrade Russia’s nuclear deterrent.
Putin knows that the reason Washington changed its war doctrine to permit preemptive
nuclear attack is to carry out a first strike against Russia.

Putin also knows that only Europe can prevent this final devastation. Therefore, Putin does
not make provocative statements or take strong actions. He hopes that Europe will notice
his reasonable behavior in contrast with the reckless behavior of Washington and realize
that Europe and NATO must cease enabling Washington’s pursuit of hegemony, a pursuit
that is  driving the world to its  destruction.  Putin hopes that Europeans’  sense of  self-
preservation will prevail over their lust for Washington’s money and invitations to dinner at
the White House.

By taking this humane and rational approach, Putin has established himself as the true
leader  of  the world.  Washington counters  Putin’s  leadership with demonization.  Putin’s
leadership frustrates Washington and makes Putin a candidate for assassination.
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